We describe a magnetic nanofabric, which may provide a route to building reconfigurable spin-based logic circuits compatible with conventional electron-based devices. A distinctive feature of magnetic nanofabric is that a bit of information is encoded into the phase of the spin wave signal. This makes it possible to transmit information without the use of electric current and to utilize wave interference for useful logic functionality. The basic elements include voltage-to-spin-wave and wave-to-voltage converters, spin waveguides, a spin wave modulator, and a magnetoelectric cell. We illustrate the performance of the basic elements by experimental data and the results of numerical modeling. The combination of the basic elements leads us to construct magnetic circuits for NOT and majority logic gates. Logic gates such as AND, OR, NAND, and NOR are shown as the combination of NOT and reconfigurable majority gates. Examples of computational architectures such as a multibit processor and a cellular nonlinear network are described. The main advantage of the proposed magnetic nanofabric is its ability to realize logic gates with fewer devices than in CMOS-based circuits. Potentially, the area of the elementary reconfigurable majority gate can be scaled down to 0.1 m 2 . We also discuss the disadvantages and limitations of the magnetic nanofabric.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE rapid approach to the scaling limit of metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) has stimulated a great deal of interest to research alternative technologies, which may overcome the constraints inherent to complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)-based circuitry and thus provide a route to more functional and less power-consuming logic devices. As one of the possible directions, spintronics has been recognized as a new emerging approach [1] . The utilization of spin opened a new horizon for semiconductor device development, and a number of promising ideas have evolved [2] - [5] . All proposed spin-based devices may be classified in two categories. The first category includes devices such as magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM) [6] , magnetic tunneling junction (MTJ) [7] , [8] , and a spin-modulator proposed by Datta and Das [2] , where spin is used to control electric current. The second one is comprised of spin-based devices such as magnetic cellular automata (MCA) [9] , domain-wall logic [10] , and more recently devices with spin wave bus [11] , whose operation does not depend on electric current. Both these approaches have advantages and limitations associated with scalability, power dissipation, defect tolerance, and compatibility with CMOS-based circuits. The use of physical mechanisms such as dipole-dipole or exchange interaction may be convenient to implement together with magnetic memory and offers new approaches for logic circuit construction. Today, the area of magnetic memory is much more elaborate in comparison to magnetic-based logic devices. Among the major issues for scalable devices (electronic and spintronic) is device variability. For example, in spintronics, the variation of size and position of magnetic domains in MCA results in an increase of the probability of error and also leads to power dissipation [12] . Thus, it is of great practical importance to develop reconfigurable spin-based logic elements for Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TMAG. 2008.2000812 integration with spin-based memory. Our magnetic nanofabric offers such a tool from which defect-tolerant spin-based logic circuits may be built.
In our preceding works [11] , [13] , [14] , we have developed the general concept of logic circuits with spin wave bus. Briefly, the basic idea to use magnetic films as spin conduit of wave propagation is referred to as spin wave bus, where the information can be coded into a phase of the propagating spin wave. There are several advantages of this approach: 1) information transmission is accomplished without electron transport; 2) ability to use the superposition of spin waves in the bus to achieve useful logic functionality; 3) a number of spin waves with different frequencies can be simultaneously transmitted among a number of spin-based devices; and 4) interactions between spin waves and outside devices can also be done in a wireless manner, via a magnetic field. Examples of logic functionality were demonstrated by numerical modeling [11] . A first working spin-wave-based logic circuit has been experimentally demonstrated by M. Kostylev et al. [15] . Spin-wave logic exclusive-not-OR and not-AND gates based on a Mach-Zehnder-type spin-wave interferometer have been recently realized [16] . In the above-cited works [15] , [16] , spin wave amplitude was used to define the logic state of the output. In this work, we propose another concept of information encoding using spin waves. Two logic states 0 and 1 can be assigned to two phases of the spin waves having the same amplitude. In this approach, data processing is accomplished via the artificially controlled phase change of the propagating spin waves. It is needless to say that the ability to provide computation in a digital form is an essential requirement for modern computational architectures. We propose and describe the combination of spin wave bus with a magnetoelectric material structure to convert spin wave signal in a digital form.
Currently, there is a growing interest in multiferroic and magnetoelectric materials primary for memory application [17] , [18] . Multiferroics is a special type of material that possesses simultaneously electric and magnetic orders [19] , [20] . The coupling between the electric and magnetic prop-erties provides the unique opportunity to control its magnetic properties by applied electric field. However, there are only a few room-temperature multiferroic materials known today [20] , e.g., BiFeO and its derivatives. An alternative method for obtaining artificial structure with magnetoelectric effect is to couple between two materials such as ferromagnetic and ferroelectric [21] . The magnetoelectric coupling may arise as a combined effect of two: piezoelectricity and piezomagnetism. An example of a voltage control of magnetization easy-axes in a magnetoelectric system consists of ferromagnetic/piezoelectric films has been recently experimentally demonstrated [22] . The use of magnetoelectric structure in combination with spin wave bus has many potential advantages, such as the ability to amplify spin wave signal by the applied voltage, and convert magnetization wave into the electric signal. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe basic devices and logic circuits of the proposed magnetic nanofabric. In Section III, we present experimental data and results of numerical simulation illustrating the performance of these devices. Section IV is devoted to possible architectures that can be constructed by the nanofabric. Discussions and conclusions are given in Sections V and VI, respectively.
II. BASIC ELEMENTS AND LOGIC CIRCUITS
The operation of the spin-wave-based logic circuit includes three major steps: 1) conversion of the input data into spin wave signals; 2) computation using spin waves; and 3) conversion of the result of computation in the form of output voltage signals. The distinctive feature of the spin-wave-based logic circuit is that a bit of information is encoded into the phase of the spin wave. Two relative phases of "0" and " " may be used to represent two logic states 0 and 1. Being excited, spin waves propagate through the structure which consists of spin waveguides. The data processing in the circuit is accomplished by manipulating the relative phases of the propagating spin waves. Finally, the result of computation is converted back to a voltage signal again. There are four basic elements in our proposed magnetic nanofabric: converters, spin waveguides, modulators, and magnetoelectric cells. In Fig. 1 , we schematically show the material structure for each element on the right side and depict a circuit symbol on the left. We describe each key element.
A converter is aimed to translate an input electronic signal into spin wave signal and vice versa. A simple example of the converter is a conducting loop placed on the top of the magnetic film as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The loop and the film may be separated by an insulating layer. The applied input voltage pulse produces an electric current through the loop. The current generates a magnetic field , which, in turn, excites spin waves in the film. The polarity of the input pulse defines the direction of the current through the loop (clockwise or counterclockwise), and, thus, defines the initial phase (0 or ) of the excited spin wave signal. A propagating spin wave induces a disturbance of local magnetization and changes the magnetic flux. According to Faraday's law, the change of the magnetic flux induces an inductive voltage in a conductor loop, whose magnitude is proportional to the rate of the magnetic flux change . The same conductor loop can be used for the detection of the inductive voltage produced by the spin wave. Coplanar microstrips are widely used for spin wave excitation/ detection and the detailed description of the experimental technique can be found elsewhere [23] - [25] .
A spin waveguide is for the transmission of spin waves for circuit implementation. Its utility is similar to an optical waveguide aimed to guide the propagation of electromagnetic waves. The waveguide structure may consist of a magnetic film, a wire, or a combination of wires made of ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic, or ferrite material. A spin wave signal can be, for example, divided or combined by a set of waveguide structures schematically shown in Fig. 1(b) . In the past, yttrium iron garnet (YIG) spin wave splitters and combiners were used in a prototype logic circuit [15] . The particular choice of a magnetic material will depend on many physical and technological conditions including its compatibility with silicon technology. Without loss of generality, hereafter, we will use ferromagnetic as a waveguide material for illustration.
A modulator (or spin wave phase modulator) is a device designed to provide a -phase shift of the propagating spin wave as a function of applied voltage. As the spin wave transport is sensitive to external magnetic field, it is possible to use a local magnetic field produced by an electric current in a single conductor for modulation. In Fig. 1(c) , we have schematically shown a wire on the top of the waveguide structure placed perpendicularly to the direction of spin wave propagation. The operation of the modulator is controlled by the applied electric voltage . The applied voltage produces an electric current through the conductor, which, in turn, produces the modulation magnetic field . We consider two states of modulator operation. In the "OFF" state , when there is no current through the wire, there is no effect on spin wave propagation in the waveguide. In the "ON" state , there is a current in the wire, so the modulator provides a -phase shift to the propagating spin wave.
A magnetoelectric cell (ME) is a device to control spin wave signal by an applied electric field via a magnetoelectric coupling mechanism in a multiferroic structure. A convenient method for achieving a ME is to use a two-phase system comprising two materials, for example, piezoelectric and piezomagnetic [21] . The advantage of the latter approach is that each material may be independently optimized to provide prominent electromagnetic coupling, which can be much higher than for a single-phase multiferroic [21] . There are several promising candidates for the piezoelectric-piezomagnetic structure, which have been experimentally studied, showing a prominent magnetoelectic coupling: PZT/NiFe O (1400 mV cm Oe ) [26] , CoFe O /BaTiO (50 mV cm Oe ) [27] , PZT/Terfenol-D (4800 mV cm Oe ) [28] . In Fig. 1(d) , we schematically show a ME consisting of a piezoelectric (e.g., PZT) and a piezomagnetic/ferromagnetic (e.g., CoFe). A bias voltage can be applied to the gate electrode on top of the structure, while a conducting ferromagnet (CoFe, or NiFe, for example) can be used as a ground plane as illustrated in Fig. 5 . The stress produced by the piezoelectric results in a rotating of the easy axis in the piezomagnetic material [29] . The operation of the ME cell is controlled by the applied voltage . In the "OFF" state , the piezoelectric material has no effect on spin wave propagation in the ferromagnetic waveguide. In the "ON" state , the voltage applied to the piezoelectric material (e.g., PZT) produces mechanical stress, which changes the easy axis direction. With a proper condition, the easy axis of the ferromagnetic material to be rotated by 90 at some control 
voltage
. In this state, the domain in the ferromagnetic material has two preferable directions of magnetization: along with or opposite to the new easy axis. As we will show in the next section by numerical modeling, this particular direction of magnetization can be defined by the phase of the spin wave propagating in the ferromagnetic film.
It is important to note that the ME cell has several useful functions. First, it can work as a memory cell in the "ON" state as long as the control voltage is applied. Second, it can be used as a spin wave amplifier. In the next section, we present the result of numerical simulations showing that the spin wave amplitude increases as the easy axis is rotated. Third, a ME can be also used as a converter and as a spin wave modulator. In both cases, an effective magnetic field is produced not by an electric current but rather via an applied electric field as the result of the magnetoelectric effect. It has been experimentally demonstrated that a microwave planar resonator consisting of yttrium iron garnet (YIG) and ferroelectric barium strontium titanate (BST) thin films could be both electrically and magnetically tuned [30] . A two-phase magnetoelectric CoPd/PZT cell was experimentally demonstrated by K. Sang-Koog et al., and a rotation of the easy axis rotation up to 150 was observed [22] . These experimental data show the plausibility of using ME at high frequency (GHz) and room temperature. Next, we describe logic circuits that can be built by the abovementioned basic elements. In Fig. 2 , we show a magnetic circuit on the left side and equivalent logic gates on the right side. The use of spin wave phase for information encoding and computing requires a specific approach to logic function realization. For example, a ferromagnetic wire of length and is the spin wavelength) represents a buffer gate. By analogy, a ferromagnetic wire of length can be used as an inverter. Of course, this simple consideration does not take into account signal attenuation during signal propagation in the ferromagnetic waveguide. In order to compensate amplitude damping, an amplifier should be added. A multifunctional buffer/inverter one-bit logic gate can be constructed by combining an input converter, a modulator, a ME cell, and an output converter as it is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The length of a complete circuit is assumed to be an integer number of the spin wavelength. The circuit works as a buffer gate if the modulator is in the "OFF" state, and it works as an inverter if the modulator is in the "ON" state. The converters are needed to provide the compatibility with outside electron-based devices. It should be noted that the converters are needed only at the interface with electron-based circuits, while the integration among the spin-wave-based circuits does not require spin wave voltage conversion.
The utilization of wave interference provides an effective way to build a majority logic gate. The interference of several spin waves results in the magnetization change which is the sum of the amplitudes of each wave. Similar to other waves, spin waves can interfere in a constructive (in-phase) or a destructive (out-ofphase) manner. The magnetization change as a result of two spin wave interferences has been considered in [11] and is not reproduced here. The amplitude of the resultant signal depends on how many waves are coming in phase or out of phase. In order to equalize the output amplitude, a MET cell should be included. In Fig. 2(b) , we depicted a three-input majority gate consisting of a set of converters, a set of waveguides, and a ME cell. Three input spin wave signals of the same frequency are provided by the three input converters. The signals are combined in the waveguide structure, and the output signal is amplified and equalized by the ME cell. There is no restriction on the number of input nodes for the majority gate. Moreover, a number of input converters can be placed on the same waveguide line to minimize the circuit area.
A multifunctional logic gate can be built on the base of two modulators and the above-described majority gate (MAJ) by using two inputs (A and B) and by reserving one input (C) for the control signal as it is shown in Fig. 2(c) . In this case, the whole circuit can be considered as a two-terminal reconfigurable gate. The control input always generates the spin wave with initial phase 0 (logic state 0). Depending on the control voltage applied to the modulators and , the gate can operate as AND, OR, NAND, or NOR gates. For example, if there is no voltage applied to the modulators , the logic output of the gate is 1, if and only if, both waves at inputs A and B have initial phase (logic state 1). So, the circuit operates as an AND gate. The phase of the control signal can be changed to (logic state 1) by applying the voltage . In this case, the circuit operates as an OR gate. The logic output is 1, if at least one of the waves at inputs A or B has initial phase . The switching from AND to NAND, and from OR to NOR functionality is provided by the second modulator . The circuit operates as a NAND gate at , and as a NOR gate at . In combination with a multifunctional buffer/inverter, the described logic gate is sufficient to construct any Boolean logic function. The ability to realize reconfigurable majority gates gives us a powerful tool for different architecture solutions to be discussed in Section IV.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON SPIN WAVE BUS AND
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS ON ME CELL The key physical property, which makes spin wave utilization feasible, is the long spin wave coherence length. As it was experimentally demonstrated in spin wave Mach-Zehnder-type interferometer, spin wave signals remain coherent after propagation of millimeters distance in yttrium iron garnet film [15] . In the permalloy films [24] , the coherence length is of the order of tens of microns at room temperature. In order to illustrate the performance of the basic elements described above and estimate the magnitude of the inductive voltage produced by the spin wave signal, we present experimental data on spin wave excitation, transport, modulation, and detection in a 100 nm thick CoFe film. The general view of the device structure is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The Co Fe film (saturation magnetization of 2.2 T) was deposited by sputtering on silicon substrate and covered by a 300 nm silicon oxide. There are two asymmetric coplanar strip transmission lines (ACPS) on top of the structure. One ACPS line is the transducer to excite spin waves, and the other line is the receiver to detect the inductive voltage produced by the propagating spin waves in the film. The complete experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3(b) . It consists of a signal generator (Agilent 83640B) to bias the excitation antenna (transducer), a circulator for reflected signal redirection, the device structure, and a 50 GHz oscilloscope connected to the receiving ACPS line (receiver). The setup design is typical for the time-resolved inductive voltage measurement technique, which has been successfully applied for spin wave propagation study in nanometer thick ferromagnetic films [23] , [24] . The distance between the transducer and receiver is 5 m for this case. The input signal (to the transducer) rising time is 1.2 ns, and the maximum input amplitude is 10.0 V. In Fig. 4(a) , we plotted the inductive voltage detected in the receiver as a function of time obtained for 50 Oe external magnetic field applied in the direction perpendicular to the spin wave propagation. To exclude the effect of the direct inductive coupling between the antennas, we carried out the experiments with and without magnetic field and made a subtraction for each curve as described in [24] . All data are obtained at room temperature. The output signals have the form of damping harmonic oscillations. Both amplitude and phase of the output signal depend on the strength of the external magnetic field. In Fig. 4(b) , we plotted the amplitude (inset) and the phase of the output signal obtained at different values of the bias magnetic field. From these data, one can estimate several important parameters: signal propagation speed (the group velocity of the spin wave) m/s, amplitude attenuation time ns, signal modulation efficiency Oe. These numbers are typical for spin wave transport in conducting ferromagnetic films of nanometer thickness at low bias magnetic fields in room temperature [23] - [25] , and these numbers can be used as the reference points for further consideration. However, these parameters are defined by different physical mechanisms and are subject to significant variations for different material structures and propagation conditions. For example, spin waves propagating along the direction of the static magnetic field (backward volume magnetostatic spin waves) or perpendicular to the field (magnetostatic surface spin waves) have significantly different (about 20 times) group velocities [25] . The attenuation time and the signal modulation efficiency depend on the thickness of the magnetic waveguide, signal frequency, and external magnetic field.
In order to illustrate the working principle of a ME cell, we present results of numerical simulations. A magnetoelectric cell is shown in Fig. 5 . There is a ferromagnetic film polarized along the axis with a region covered by piezoelectric material. The magnetization in this region is referred to as the "cell magnetization." The propagation of spin waves in a ferromagnetic layer is modeled using the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation: (1) where is the unit magnetization vector, is the saturation magnetization, is the gyro-magnetic ratio, and is the phenomenological Gilbert damping coefficient. The first term of the right-hand side of (1) describes the precession of magnetization about the effective field and the second term describes its dissipation, in which is the effective field given as follows: (2) where is the magnetostatic field ( is the exchange field ( is the exchange constant), is the anisotropy field ( is the uniaxial anisotropy constant, and is the unit vector along with the uniaxial direction), is the external bias magnetic field. The applying voltage across the region with the piezoelectric material induces stress, and, thus, locally rotates the easy axis in the -plane as illustrated on the right-hand side of Fig. 5 . We assume that for the cell at , and at . If there is no gate voltage applied, all domains in the ferromagnetic film are aligned along the axis and piezoelectric material has no effect on spin wave propagation in the ferromagnetic film. In Fig. 6 , we present the results of numerical simulations showing spin wave signal propagation in the ferromagnetic film at . For simplicity, we introduce a small perturbation of the domain polarization on the left at the initial moment of time, while all other domains in the film are completely polarized along the direction . The relaxation of the edge domain produces a spin wave packet propagating through the film. In our numerical simulations we used rad/s/Oe, 4 kG, Oe, Oe, and which are typical parameters for permalloy films [23] , [31] . In Fig. 6 , we depicted magnetization change in time at the distance 5 from the edge. The amplitude of the spin wave signal decreases with the decay time given by . After a sufficiently long time, all domains in the film become polarized along the -direction ( everywhere in the film). Next, we consider the situation when the gate voltage is applied, and the easy axis orientation is locally changed from to direction under the piezoelectric material (ME cell). In this case, the cell magnetization has two preferable directions: along or opposite to the axis. The aim of our simulations is to show that the magnetization direction of the cell can be controlled by the phase of the incoming spin wave signal. Without loss of generality and in order to emphasize the effect of easy axis rotation, we assume that the uniaxial anisotropy constant increases under the applied voltage, so that Oe, and the anisotropy field is much higher than the external bias field . In Fig. 7 , we show the final (at the time much longer than required for spin relaxation) magnetization distribution along the ferromagnetic film. We considered two cases when the incoming spin wave signal has two initial phases 0 and , respectively. It is shown that the final cell magnetization is along the positive axis if the initial phase is 0, and the negative direction if the initial phase is . The insets of Fig. 7 show the dynamics of the cell magnetization relaxation. These results illustrate the possibility of a bistable magnetoelectric cell switching by a spin wave signal. The cell will preserve its magnetization as long as the gate voltage is applied. As the gate voltage is turned off, the easy axis returns to its initial orientation and the domains become polarized along the axis. The change of the cell magnetization produces a spin wave signal. In Fig. 8 , we have shown the results of numerical simulations illustrating cell magnetization as a function of time. Here, we start with magnetization distribution shown in Fig. 7 . When the gate voltage is turned off at , the domains under the piezoelectric film start to relax along the direction producing a spin wave signal as it is shown in Fig. 8 . The amplitude of the output spin wave signal may be manifolds higher than the amplitude of the input spin wave signal shown in Fig. 6 .
Based on the presented results of numerical simulation, we outline several key properties of the ME cell operation: 1) the magnetoelectric cell can serve as a spin memory as long as the gate voltage is applied; 2) it can be used as a spin wave amplifier; 3) it is possible to equalize the amplitude of the spin wave signals using cell magnetization saturation (the magnetization is limited by ). Potentially, it is also possible to use magnetoelectric cells for spin wave excitation and modulation. All these make the magnetoelectric cell a promising multifunctional element to be exploited in a variety of architectures solutions.
IV. EXAMPLES OF COMPUTATIONAL ARCHITECTURES
The building blocks described in Section II may be arranged in many ways leading to a plethora of architecture solutions, some of which have been previously described in [11] . In this section, we will describe the potential advantages of using spin waves for information transmission and processing at the architecture level and illustrate it on two examples.
The wave nature of the magnetic wave lets us excite, transmit, and process a number of signals in one structure at the same time. A bit of information can be encoded into a phase for each frequency as described in Section II. Because of the spin wave dispersion, spin waves of different frequencies have different group velocities and can be modulated and processed independently by using a space distributed set of modulators and ME cells. In Fig. 9 , we show a multibit processor scheme comprised of converters, modulators, and magnetoelectric cells arranged in a sequence on the same spin wave bus, device structure on top and the circuit representation on the bottom. One microantenna can be used to excite a number of spin waves of different frequencies. Then, the time and duration of the modulation voltage in each modulator can be adjusted to provide a -phase shift for a given frequency. Similarly, the second microantenna can be used to detect the output inductive voltage produced by multiple spin wave signals. Each modulator and magnetoelectric (ME) cell can be adjusted to work on any specific frequency to reduce the total number of devices in the array. We note that simultaneous propagation of a number of waves may result in a nonlinear phenomena of magnetic media, such as frequency up and down conversion and the appearance of the mixed frequency signals , which can be both a technological drawback and an advantage for information processing. The appearance of the nonlinear effects can be suppressed by reducing the amplitude of the spin wave signals. The experimental data on frequency conversion in 100 nm ferromagnetic film can be found in [32] .
In principle, the ability of multibit processing is a significant advantage over the CMOS-based architecture, where each complementary pair can process only one bit at a given time. The weak point of the above-described processor is in the possible inductive coupling among the modulators and input/output antennas, which can be substantial when the distance between the devices becomes small (submicron). The performance of each modulator in the array will be affected by the magnetic field produced by the other modulators. Thus, it would be of great benefit to eliminate the use of electric current for spin wave excitation and modulation and utilize only voltage driven devices such as the proposed magnetoelectric cell in order to minimize the undesirable inductive coupling.
The next example is a cellular nonlinear network (CNN), which consists of a two-dimensional array of magnetoelectric cells connected with a spin wave bus. The basic structure is a crossbar array consisting of piezoelectric (columns) and metallic conducting wires (rows) on top of the ferromagnetic film as shown in Fig. 10 . The area of intersection between the wires automatically forms a magnetoelectric cell. Each metallic wire on the top of the structure serves to bias a large number of cells. Input/output data are transmitted via the converters placed at the edge of the structure. By applying a bias voltage to the top contacts, we can activate (change easy axis of) the magnetoelectric cell in the array. The polarization of the cell (along or opposite to the new easy axis) is defined by the sum of the spin waves coming from the neighbor cells. Thus, each The core of the structure consists of the silicon substrate, ferromagnetic film, and silicon oxide, similar to that for the multibit processor described in Fig. 9 . A crossbar structure on the top consists of piezoelectric (columns) and conducting wires (rows). The area of intersection between the wires forms a magnetoelectric ferromagnetic/ piezoelectric cell. The metallic wires on the top of the structure serves to bias the cells. Under the bias voltage applied, each cell can be in two states defined by the magnetization direction. The polarization of the cell (along or opposite to the new easy axis) is defined by the sum of the spin waves coming from the neighbor cells. Each magnetoelectric cell acts as a majority gate with multiple inputs. Note that the piezoelectric material is an insulator. (b) The equivalent magnetic circuit. cell acts as a majority gate with multiple inputs. The radius of interaction among the cells in the network is limited by the spin wave attenuation length in the given ferromagnetic material (at least tens of microns at room temperature). The principle of operation of the CNN is similar to one described in [33] . Input data can be read-in in a row-by-row sequence manner. The final read-out operation is accomplished in a sequence similar to the read-in. This spin-wave-based CNN preserves all advantages of the magnetic cellular automata [9] , [34] and provides some additional advantages. From the fabrication point of view, it is convenient to make a crossbar structure to create (and bias!) a two-dimensional cell array. The defect tolerance may be enhanced in comparison to the domain-based structure, as the interaction among the cells is via spin waves and any defect with characteristic size much smaller than the wavelength would not affect the operation. The utilization of the common ferromagnetic film to connect logic cells in the 2-D array provides another significant advantage, as the interaction among the cells is not limited to the nearest neighbors only. The phase of the spin waves produced by the neighbor cell and incoming to the cell recipient depends on several parameters: the inter-cell distance, bias voltage, and external magnetic field. Then, different transition rules defining the magnetization of the cell as a function of the magnetization of its neighbors can be applied by manipulating these parameters. It provides an intriguing possibility to control logic functionality by a global parameter-bias magnetic field applied to the whole CNN structure. For example, for the fixed distance among the nearest neighbor cells, the phase of the spin wave signals may be 0 or depending on the global bias magnetic field. The latter translates in the possibility of realization of at least two useful image processing functions: noise reduction and edge detection, where the cell changes its state to the majority or opposite to the majority of states of its neighbors [35] . The spin-wave-based CNN has many potential advantages already described in [36] , and requires further investigation.
V. DISCUSSION
The proposed magnetic nanofabric is based on spin-wave devices and possesses both advantages and shortcomings. On one hand, the utilization of the spin waves of submicron wavelength provides an intrigue opportunity to realize a wave-like computer (similar to the optical computer) at the nanometer scale. Spin waves can be efficiently directed by magnetic waveguides and modulated by the applied magnetic field or by electric field via the magnetoelectric effect described above. With the latter, it is possible to directly convert from a voltage to spin waves and vice versa, which makes spin-wave-based circuits compatible with conventional electron-based devices. On the other hand, there are some fundamental drawbacks inherent to spin waves, which will limit the performance of the spin-wave-based devices. These disadvantages are 1) relatively low group velocity (10 cm/s) and 2) short decay time for propagating spin wave at room temperature. Spin wave dispersion depends on the waveguide geometry, the strength of the bias magnetic field, and varies for different spin wave modes. In the best scenario, spin wave signal is three orders of magnitude slower than the photons in silica or electromagnetic wave in a copper coaxial cable. The use of spin waves for information transmission implies a signal delay, which is , where is the propagation distance.
The disadvantage associated with low group velocity is partially compensated by short (submicrons) propagation distances, resulting in 0.1-1.0 ns time delay per each logic gate. Another important disadvantage is associated with the spin wave signal damping during the propagation in the spin wave bus. The damping is caused by magnon-magnon, magnon-phonon scattering as well as the effect of the eddy current in conducting magnetic materials. For example, the spin wave damping time in 100 nm thick NiFe film is about 0.8 ns at room temperature [24] . It means that a significant portion of the spin wave energy will be dissipated in the waveguide structure. Thus, spin wave buses can not be considered as an alternative to metal conductors for electric signal transmission [37] .
An important question to ask is whether or not spin-wavebased logic circuit can have lower power dissipation than those in the same function CMOS-based circuit. The total power consumption of the magnetic circuit can be expressed as follows: (3) where is the number of bits, is the energy per bit conversion ( is the spin wave energy, is the conversion efficiency), is the number of modulators in the circuit, is the energy per one bit modulation ( is the modulating electric current, is the modulator impedance, is the modulation time), is the number of magnetoelectric cells per circuit, and is the energy per cell per one operation ( is the magnetoelectric cell capacitance). The consumed energy is dissipated in the waveguide structure, the conducting wires used for magnetic field generation, and in the magnetoelectric cells (in both piezoelectric and ferromagnetic materials). It should be pointed out that there is a radical difference in the operation principles of the conventional CMOS-based circuit and a spin-wave-based one. In conventional CMOS circuits, where the output voltage from one transistor modulates the conductance of the following ones, the amplitude of the voltage signal transmitted via the wires is defined by the MOSFET applied voltage . In contrast, the energy of the spin wave signal is not directly related to the voltage required for signal modulation. The energy of the spin wave signal is limited by the thermal noise only and can be any close to kT. For an acceptable error rate, it can be estimated to be about 20 kT per bit. Energy losses during signal conversion and modulation depend on the waveguide material structure, magnetic field generating device structure, and modulation time, and can be roughly estimated of the order of 100 kT. Detailed numerical assessments on power dissipation in ferromagnetic spin wave bus during signal propagation and phase modulation are given in [38] . Based on the model given in [38] , for the magnetoelectric cell, we estimate the energy required for easy axis 90 rotation kT using the following data: cell area nm 100 nm, piezoelectric layer thickness nm, dielectric constant , magnetoelectric coupling constant 100 mV/(cm Oe), and switching field 200 Oe. The energy consumed by the magnetoelectric cell can be reduced by scaling down the area of the cell, and/or by using more efficient magnetic/piezoelectric pairs. The lack of experimental data on voltage-controlled easy axis rotation does not allow us to conclude on the practically achievable minimum. However, there is a fundamental advantage of using spin waves for information transmission and processing that makes possible to construct some logic gates with fewer number of devices than required for the equivalent CMOS-based circuit. Majority gate is an example of efficient construction of logic gate illustrating this advantage. Encoding a bit of information into the phase of the spin wave signal, affords the exploitation of spin wave superposition for majority gate construction as described in Section II. A large number of waveguides can be combined with a single magnetoelectric cell leading to the majority gate operation. The whole gate can be scaled down to a single ferromagnetic wire with multiple magnetoelectic cells. In contrast, the number of CMOSs required for majority gate scales proportional to the number of inputs. Majority logic is a way of implementing digital operations in a manner different from that of Boolean logic. In general, majority logic is more powerful for implementing a given digital function with a smaller number of logic gates than CMOS [39] . For example, the full adder may be constructed with three majority gates and two inverters (three magnetoelectric cells and two modulators). In contrast, a Boolean-based implementation requires a larger circuit with seven or eight gate elements (about 25-30 MOSFETs) [40] . The main reason majority logic has been out of stage for decades is because its CMOS realization is inefficient. Only with the development of novel devices such as Josephson junction circuits, which is not feasible at room temperature [41] , and quantum cellular automata [42] , the majority logic gates become efficient for practical implementation. The proposed spin-wave-based nanofabric offers an intriguing opportunity to make a reconfigurable majority gate whose logic operation can be controlled by the spin wave phase modulators. In turn, the integration of reconfigurable majority gates provides a route to building both general purpose and special task architectures such as cellular automata, field programmable gate arrays, and others.
We emphasize the unique features of the proposed nanofabric, which combines the advantages of inherent to analog and digital computations. Some useful functions can be done in the waveguides using spin wave interference without introducing an additional logic element and the result of computation can be transformed in the digital form by using the magnetoelectric cells. As pointed out by T. Roska [43] , there are some computational algorithms, for example, those for image processing and speech recognition, that can be implemented more time efficiently using waves rather than digital signals. As mentioned above, spin waves of different frequencies can simultaneously excited, transmitted, and modulated in the same structure, resulting in the possibility of multibit parallel processing. For example, image processing function labeling can be done efficiently with time for any given image using spin wave architecture, as compared with CMOS with ) [44] . Scalability and defect tolerance of the spin-wave-based logic devices are defined by the same physical parameter-the spin wavelength . The length of the buffer gate has to be an integer number of the wavelength. It restricts the minimum length of waveguide per circuit to at least one wavelength. The width and the thickness of the spin waveguides can be scaled down to several nanometers. The size of the magnetoelectric cell (the area covered by piezoelectric) can be as small as one magnetic domain. The permissible size variation of the magnetoelectric cell and spin wave splitters/combiners, which does not affect logic functionality, can be estimated to be . Any defect of the waveguide structure with a characteristic size much smaller than the spin wavelength has no critical effect on spin wave propagation. There is a tradeoff, however, between scalability and defect tolerance. To scale down the length of the logic gate, one needs to decrease the wavelength. At the same time, the shorter wavelength signal becomes more sensitive for structure imperfections. A wavelength of 100 nm can be taken as a benchmark, while the optimum value has to be found by taking into consideration a particular material structure.
Here, we did not discuss other important issues such as crosstalk among the magnetic field generating elements (converters and modulators), spin wave signal reflection, and dispersion during propagation in waveguides. All these important problems deserve detailed study and experimental verification. In the present work, we focused our consideration on the general idea of magnetic nanofabric for multifunctional logic circuits construction. In Table I , we summarize some main physical and performance parameters of the basic elements and outlined potential advantages and shortcomings of the proposed nanofabric.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have described a magnetic nanofabric for building reconfigurable spin-based logic circuits. The novelty of the proposed nanofabric is in the combination of the previously spin wave bus approach with voltage-controlled magnetoelectric cells. As a result of this combination, a reconfigurable majority logic gate can be realized with minimum basic elements. The operation of the basic elements has been illustrated by experimental data and numerical modeling. We presented the examples of architectures such as cellular nonlinear network, which can be constructed on the basis of the nanofabric. The main advantage of the proposed nanofabric is it lets us construct logic gates with fewer devices than required by using CMOS. There are two disadvantages inherent to spin-wave-based logic devices: lower propagation speed and high attenuation. In spite of these disadvantages, the proposed magnetic circuits may provide a substantial throughput enhancement at the same or lower level of power consumption in comparison to CMOS-based circuits. Potentially, magnetic nanofabrics may find applications as an interface between electron-based and spin-based logic circuits and as logic blocks for general-purpose computing and special information processing tasks such as image processing and speech recognition.
